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World energy demand down for the first 

time in 30 years

Key findings of the world energy demand in 2009 by Enerdata based its global energy database

8 June 2010
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Strong impact of the crisis on energy demand in 2009 in 
advanced economies except in China and India

 Energy consumption: -1.1%

o Oil: -2%

o Coal: 0.2%

o Gas: -3.3%

o Electricity: -1.5%

o CO2 (fuel combustion): -1.1%

 GDP*: -0.6%

 Population: +1.2%

*At purchasing power parities

Key figures Main observations

 Hard impact of the crisis on 

world energy demand except 

for China and India

 China became the world’s 

largest consumer in 2009 and 

India the third largest

 2009 energy demand almost 

down to its 2000 level for 

OECD countries
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World energy consumption in 2009: 12.1 Gtoe, hence a 
reduction of 130 Mtoe vs. 2008

Consumption breakdown by country 

(%)

 Chinese energy 

consumption was 1% 

above consumption of the 

US

 India became the third 

largest consumer in 2009

 Developing Asia accounts 

for 30% of the world 

energy consumption

United States
17%

EU-27
13%

Asia-Pacific 
excl. China & 

India
13%China

18%

India
5%

CIS
7%

Latin America
6%

Rest of the 
World
18%

Aviation and 
marine bunkers

3%
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Coal’s market share continued to grow while oil market 
receded

Consumption breakdown by energy 

(%)

Oil
33%

Coal, 
lignite
27%

Gas
21%

Biomass
9%

Hydro, 
nuclear

10%

 Chinese growth continue 

to increase the coal 

diffusion (increase by 0.5 

point of the market share)

 With a cut in its market 

share by 0.4 point oil is 

continuing its withdrawal 

 Stable relative share of 

gas and other energies

-0,4pt

+0.5pt
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Energy demand in 2009 is characterized by contrasted 
trends between advanced and emerging economies

2008 United 
States

UE-27 Russia Other 
advanced 

economies

China India Other 
developing 

countries

2009

Energy consumption variation

(2009 vs. 08; Mtoe)

12 098

12 233

 Fall of the world energy 

consumption by 1% 

(without the rise in China 

and India this consumption 

would have decreased by 

3.5%)

 Drop of energy 

consumption by 5.4% in 

the EU, 4.3% in USA and 

8.6% in CIS due to the 

crisis. In OECD countries 

2009 demand almost down 

to its 2000 level.

 Sustained growth in China 

(+7.9%) and India (+6%) 

and slight increase in 

Africa (+2.1%) and in the 

Middle East (+1.7%)

-100

-94

-88

-58

+164

+37 +4
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Coal consumption was stable in 2009 despite the 
crisis…

2008 Oil Gas Coal Other 2009

Consumption variation by energy 

(2009 vs. 08, Mtoe)

 Oil and gas contributed 

respectively to 1/3 and 

about 50% to the 

consumption‘s decrease

 Stable coal consumption 

induced by the strong 

pace in China and India

12 233

-85

-67

+8 +11 12 098
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…because China and India’s demand was extremely 
vigorous 

2008 United 
States

UE-27 Russia Other 
advances 

economies

China India Other 
developing 

countries

2009

Coal consumption variation

(2009 vs. 08; Mt)

 Stable coal consumption 

(+2% in 2008 and +4.6 

between 2000 and 2007)

 Coal declined in all 

regions except Asia,  Latin 

America and Middle East

 Vigorous progression in 

China and India in 2009: 

9.2% and 6.9% 

respectively

6 572
6 561

-109

-70

-40
-19

+237

+39

-27
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Strong revival of Asia’s oil demand in a globally receding 
oil market by 2% in 2009

2008 USA UE-27 Russia Other 
advanced 

economies

China India Other 
developing 

countries

Bunkers 2009

Evolution of oil products consumption

(2009 vs. 08; Mt)

 After a stabilisation in 

2008, Asia’s oil demand 

returned to its historical 

growth (+2.8% in 2009 

against +0.1%), driven by 

China

 Strong impact of the 

crisis on oil demand in 

OECD countries (-4.6%) 

3 777

3 855

-36

-29
-8

-25

+25
+8

+8

-21
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Hard impact of the crisis on gas consumption: -3,3% in 
2009

2008 United 
States

UE-27 Russia Other 
advances 

economies

China India Other 
developing 

countries

2009

Evolution of  gas consumption

(2009 vs. 08; Gm3)

 Collapse of the 

consumption in OECD 

countries (-3.7%) and 

Latin America 

 Severe slow down in 

Asia (+2.6% in 2009 vs. 

5.2% in 2008 and 7.3% 

on average on the 2000-

2007 period)

3 045

3 149

-11

-33

-52

-14

+7
+10

-11
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The world demand for electricity decreased for the first 
time in 2009 since World War II

2008 United 
States

UE-27 Russia Other 
advanced 

economies

China India Other 
developing 

countries

2009

Evolution of electricity consumption

(2009 vs. 08; TWh)

 Reduction in most 

OECD countries

 Higher progression in 

2009 in developing Asia 

but at a rate two times 

lower than over 2000-

2007

17 146

17 401

-165

-148
-37

-115

+177
+40

-7
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Industry and transport were the 2 sectors most impacted 
by the crisis

Consumption breakdown by sector(%)

 The crisis mainly 

impacted industrial 

energy consumption 

(reversing a 5 year 

market trend)

 Transport and non-energy 

uses were already 

impacted in 2008, and the 

trend is sustained

Power sector
11%

Industry
20%

Transport
18%

Residential, 
services, 

agriculture
25%

Non energy 
uses
6%

Other 
transformations

20%
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 Historical drop of motor 

fuel consumption: -0.7%

 Started in 2008, the 

decline continued in 

North America and 

OECD Asia but at a 

lower pace

 The reduction was 

sharper in the EU 

(-1.9% in 2009 vs. -

0.5% in 2008)

 All developing regions 

were impacted except 

India and Other Asia

Severe reduction of the motor fuel consumption in 

OECD countries, slow down in most other regions

-6%

-4%

-2%

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

India China Other 
Asia

Africa Latin 
America

World Pacific 
Asia

Middle 
East

UE-27 North 
America

Variation of motor fuel consumption - road transport 
(%/year)

2000-2007 2008 2009
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The share of biofuels in motor fuel consumption 
continued to increase everywhere except Germany

 In 2009 France became 

the country with the 

highest market 

penetration

 The share of biofuels

continued to decrease 

in Germany for the 

second year ; but is still 

in line with the goal set 

by the EU Directive for 

2010 (5.75%)
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Wind and solar penetration continue to rise in 2009

 Despite the crisis the 

world share of 

renewable energies in 

electricity production 

rose by 0.4 pt (+0.3 pt 

excluding hydro)

 Increase of the share of 

electricity production 

from wind and solar in 

almost all regions
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 CO2-energy emissions 

increased strongly in China 

and India 

 Emissions dropped in OECD 

countries

 Without the impact of China, 

the biggest emitter, emissions 

would have declined by 3.8%

Global CO2-energy emissions decreased by 1.1% in 2009, 
in line with contrasted trends in energy consumption

Emission Growth 

2008-2009 (%)

-261

-230

-150

102

541

EU27

CIS

Japan

India

China

CO2-energy Emissions Growth 

(2009 vs. 08, MtCO2)

- 300 MtCO2

+9.1%

+7.3%

-12%

-6.8%

-6.1%

World -1.1%

-9.6%
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Find all data in our free energy data software, 

including a mapping tool:
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